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Our ambition is to produce products for people who prefer to use tactical 
clothing or equipment providing an excellent price/performance ratio. 
No matter if it´s leisure time or service – with Brandit products you will nail 
your colors to the mast and will be best prepared.

Durable quality and timeless design characterize our products as well as a 
stable core assortment.

Defend It – Wear It – Brandit

For us, it is of great importance that our products work properly and come 
up to the requirements of our customers. That is why we test our products 
ourselves during daily use and on our journeys and trips.

We don´t do fashion and we don´t do fashion trends.
We do apparel for individual people!

 Brandit – Individual Wear
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1. M-65 Giant olive   Order number: 3101.1
2. US Hemd 1/1 Arm olive  Order number: 4102.1 
3. US Ranger Trousers (double pack)

tactical camo   Order number: 1006.161 
4. US Cooper large tactical camo Order number: 8008.161 

5. BW Unterhemd Original olive Order number: 4017 
6. Molle Pouch Compact tactical camo Order number: 8048.161 
7. Tactical Zipper camel   Order number: 9017.70 
8. Molle Pouch Snake tactical camo Order number: 8044.161 
9. Molle Pouch Cross tactical camo Order number: 8045.161 
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M-65 Giant olive 

- premium fieldjacket
- removable linning
- hidden hood
- adjustable waist
- many vintage applications

Outerjacket: 100% cotton, Sleeve Lining: 100% polyester, 
Hood: 100% cotton / Liner, removeable: 100% polyester, 
Lining: 100% polyester, Rib: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyester, 
Filler: 100% polyester
(contains non-textile parts of animal origin)

Order number: 3101.1

Color variations
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US Ranger Trousers (double pack) 
tactical camo 

- water-repellent, durable material
- adjustable waist- hohe Leibhöhe
- high rise
- drawstring at the end of the leg
- large pockets

Shell: 65% polyester, 35% cotton,
lining: 80% polyester, 20% cotton

Order number: 1006.161 

Color variations
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US Hemd 1/1 Arm olive

- water-repellent, durable material 
- straight cut
- front pockets
- epaulettes

65% polyester, 35% cotton

Order number: 4102.1

Color variations
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BW Unterhemd Original olive

- BW TL standard
- heavy cotton quality
- straight cut

100% cotton 

Order number: 4017.1

Color variations
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Tactical Zipper camel

- with side-zipper
- 9 whole lacing
- Thinsulate-insulation
- anti-slipping sole

material outside: 100% nylon and real leather 
(color camel with suede leather), 
inside: 100% polyamid, sole: rubber

Order number: 9017.70

Color variations
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US Cooper large tactical camo

- MOLLE-system
- padded shoulder straps
- frontpocket with organizer
- adjustable fixband
- compression straps

height 50 cm x width 30 cm x depth 32 cm
volumen: ca. 40 litre

Shell: 100% (600D) polyester coated with chlorofibre, 
lining: 100% polyester, padding: 100% polyethylene

Order number: 8008.161

Color variations
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Molle Pouch Compact tactical camo

- robust 600DEN polyester material
- PALS-loops for Molle-systems
- high quality zipper with zip-pull
- also usable with regular belts
- 2 velcro pads for patches
- front-molle-loops
- internal mesh-pockets
- inside D-Ring
- ideal for work, sparetime or sports

height 11 cm x width 15,5 cm x depth 4 cm
weight: 100 gram

Shell: 100% polyester (600D) coated with chlorofibre, 
lining: 100% polyester, mesh lining: 100% polyester,
elastic tape: 80% polyester, 20% elastodiene

Order number: 8048.161

Color variations



Color variations
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Molle Pouch Snake tactical camo

- robust 600DEN polyester material
- PALS-loops for Molle-systems
- also usable with regular belts
- high quality zipper with zip-pull
- large velcro pads for patches
- inside D-Ring
- large mesh-pockets with velcro closure
- 7 elastic fixing straps
- ideal for work, sparetime or sports

height 24 cm x width 15 cm x depth 5 cm
weight: 195 gram

Shell: 100% polyester (600D) coated with chlorofibre, 
lining: 100% polyester, mesh lining: 100% polyester, 
elastic tape: 80% polyester, 20% elastodiene

Order number: 8044.161



Color variations
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Molle Pouch Cross tactical camo

- robust 600DEN polyester material
- PALS-loops for Molle-systems
- also usable with regular belts
- high quality zipper with zip-pull
- 2 velcro pads for patches
- 2 internal mesh-pockets
- internal, elastic fixing-straps
- ideal for work, sparetime or sports

height 21 cm x width 17 cm x depth 7 cm
weight: 185 gram

Shell: 100% polyester (600D) coated with chlorofibre, 
lining: 100% polyester, mesh lining: 100% polyester, 
elastic tape: 80% polyester, 20% elastodiene

Order number: 8045.161
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WE ARE RELIABLE PARTNER IN B2B BUSINESS.
WE SUPPORT OUR TRADE PARTNER:

 - CUSTOMER-ORIENTED no preorders, minimum order only 100,- Euro
 - NEVER OUT OF STOCK 6.000sm warehouse, 400.000 pieces permanent on stock
 - SERVICE-ORIENTED expert advice
 - TRADE MARGIN STABLE
 - GOODS CREDIT INSURANCE your term of payment
 - MARKETING & CONTENT PROVIDER web, films, pictures
 - MEDIA CENTER product pictures, image pictures, product master data
 - INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT if required

  WE UNDERSTAND AND SUPPORT YOUR BUSINESS!
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